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Courtesy, clockwise, from top left: BABYZEN, Stokke, Bob Gear, UPPAbaby, Baby Jogger

Clockwise, from top left: Yoyo, Stokke, BOB Revolution PRO, UPPAbaby G-Luxe, and City Mini.
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From traveling overseas to hiking local trails, !nding a stroller that !ts on-the-go families
isn't a walk in the park. We tested the best of the best to !nd the top strollers for every type
of travel.
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Stroller envy. It’s a condition I was blissfully unaware of before having my son nine
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months ago. Now I can hardly pass a mom without sizing up the design, maneuverability,
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and ergonomic structure of her buggy. And I’m not alone: While having brunch at the constitutes acceptance
new Granduca Hotel in Austin, Andy Roddick and Brooklyn Decker strolled by, new
of our User
baby in tow. Even my husband, a big fan of the pro tennis player and the actress, leanedAgreement (effective
over and whispered, “Did you see their stroller?” Yes, of course I had: It was a Chicco 1/2/14) and Privacy
Policy (effective
Keyﬁt, the same brand we’d be pushing around town, only ours was a ﬁve-year-old
1/2/14).
hand-me-down.
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Finding a travel-friendly buggy only adds to the pushchair pressure. There are hundreds
of strollers out there, most of which have names—the Bugaboo Bee3, the Qinny Yezz, the site may not be
reproduced,
Mamas & Papas Armadillo Flip—that could have only been inspired by baby talk, or a
distributed,
stiff cocktail. Picking the best for your travel needs can be diﬃcult, especially if you’re transmitted, cached or
considering airplanes, subways, or long-mountain hikes. To ease the pram pain, we road
otherwise used, except
tested top strollers for city travel, outdoor adventure, and more. Below, our favorites. with the prior written
permission of Condé

BEST OVERALL STROLLER FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

Nast.

The Yoyo by Babyzen
$420; babyzen.com
Leave it to the French to create a stroller that’s smart, chic, and a little bit snobby. (“Why
should we continue carrying children in strollers that are bulky, unpractical, and so
poor-looking?”—the designers.) At the airport, all eyes were on me as I single handedly
folded the strong, plush chair—one with a padded seat, zipped storage pocket, and a mere
14-inch wide frame—into something the size of a computer bag. It easily ﬁt in the trunk of
my Fiat and the plane’s overhead compartment, and it stealthily handled various travel
scenarios like maneuvering slim sidewalks in Mexico and slipping into tight corner
bistros.

BEST OVERALL STROLLER FOR U.S. TRAVEL
City Mini by Baby Jogger
$259; babyjogger.com
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